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THE ULTIMATE POWER GENERATION SOLUTION
Power Assistant Device ( PAD )
Welcome to the revolutionary, world patent pending, Power Assisted Device (“PAD”). Powerful,
Portable, Convenient.
PAD has the ability to generate more than 5x the input power, whether by the existing power grid
or by way of battery storage systems.
A series of counteracting permanent magnets have been designed to induce special magnetic
ﬁeld interactions with ultra low resistance and high impetus to get a extra torque help generator
generating electricity.
PGP’s “New Hope” PAD power generation system can cut energy costs by 70% – 100%, using
distributed input sources to achieve savings.
One 40ft container with 88 x 3kW or 22 x 12kW Power Assistant Devices (PADs) will produce at
least 264kW of generated power @ 6,336kWh per day. This is almost as much power as a 16,675
sq.m. replacing 1.5MW - 2MW solar power plant could produce if there was constant sunshine.
The PADs are installed along the sides of the container, leaving an aisle down the middle to allow
maintenance personnel easy access to do any necessary maintenance work.
The PAD container is a custom-made unit range from 10ft, 20ft and 40ft container.

Power Assistant Device ( PAD )
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COMPLETE MONITORING
Power Assistant Device ( PAD )

Software, sensors, data analytics and network technologies are the new generation of
PGP’s “New Hope” hybrid street lights ,wind energy and Power Assistant Device (PAD)
container.

BATTERY STORAGE
Battery storage has historically
been expensive, with a high cost
of maintenance and large areas
needed, taking up warehousing
and factory space. No more
battery storage needed.

The newly introduced “New
Hope” PAD power generation
system reduces space and
battery storage requirements

PAD leads to 75% energy
savings due to the Released
Magnetic Energy generated
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Electric Vehicle Charging With PADs
Every energy generation technology — with the exception of
photovoltaics — relies on spinning turbines that put electrons in
motion and push them through circuits and generators. “As these
charged particles move past magnets inside the turbines, they create
a ﬁeld around them that affects other charged particles “This is the
magnetic force that converts the energy of wind and solar to the
electricity that’s sent out into the power grid or directly to end user.”
The advantages of Magnetic Energy. Like solar, wind and other
potential sources of renewable energy, magnetic energy has also
been earmarked as one of the best candidates to replace fossil fuels
like natural gas, oil and coal in the generation of electricity.
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Power Assistant Device ( PAD )
With more and more countries moving towards cleaner green energy, there will
be more energy eﬃcient battery powered Electric Vehicles on the roads.
However, with a limited battery range and charging locations for EVs. PGP’s
“New Hope” has mobile charging units with PADs to charge EVs which have
run out of power while driving or can be sited in private apartment, company
and supermarket car parks etc, to provide up to 6 charging points until ﬁxed
charging points are located or used at outdoor events such as music festivals.
The mobile charging station can run from the grid or grid free and has 2
modes for charging; using either battery storage which are charged 24/7 by
the PADs or directly from the PADs themselves. Unlike other mobile charging
stations which have a limited number of charges before they need electrical
power to re-charge the batteries.
PGP’s “New Hope” mobile charging station with PADs provides a real solution
to EV and electric bike users around the world, with nothing wasted
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PAD Installations
The PAD is so adaptable it can be used across many different and varying ﬁelds:
Including 1 x 3kWh cabinet can run a suburban house/villa. 1 x 10’ container (approx 70kWh)
can be used to run an oil ﬁeld pumping station.
1 x 20’ container (approx 140kWh) can be used to run a small commercial
unit/building.
1 x 40’ container (approx 280kWh) can be used on offshore oil platforms, or to run an
industrial park, or even a residential district can be powered by the PAD electrical
power generating system.
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PAD Installations
1 - Generates electricity on caravans, cruise ships, ferries, super yachts and yachts,
ﬁshing boats etc, while on the water.
2 - Mining companies in remote areas can generate their own clean energy with the
PAD, as solar panels and wind turbines can be an expensive and intermittent energy
option.
3 - Powering and charging farming equipment such as electric tractors, corn dryers or
outbuildings.
4 - There are a million more electric golf buggies being used everyday than there are
Electric Vehicles on the road.
5 - Other types of electric buggies that need charging include; disability scooters,
hospitality carts, shopping carts etc.
The PAD is the solution to re-charging these millions of batteries day or night. With
less cost and consumption.
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PAD Installations - near future
We have worked with some of the world’s leading companies in Wireless charging
technology. Presently all around the world many brands are building electric charging
technologies. We have successfully enabled wireless charging of car battery stacks.
Georgia Tech has partnered with a private company to produce a stretch of highway
that charges while you are driving on it wirelessly. South Korea also built a wireless
charging section which is 12 kilometers long, the electric vehicle battery pack can be
charge while driving on the road. We will no longer need charging stations. It is like
using your mobile phone while it is plugged in. While you are driving, you are charging
your car. Moreover, the cost of wireless charging facilities is lower than that of
installing a charging pile, and it is not limited by environmental factors. Roadside,
parking lots can also be built, which is very convenient. It is believed that in the near
future, wireless charging technology will be widely used in pure electric vehicles. The
only question is where does all the supportive energy come from?
The answer is:
PGP’s “New Hope” PAD electrical power generating system!!
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Company Proﬁle
After identifying a global need for a cleaner more
environmentally friendly source of power
generation, PGP in partnership with New Hope is
leading the way for a cleaner brighter future.
New Hope wind turbines, along with wind and solar
street lighting, stand-alone hybrid charging stations
and power assisted generation systems are in use
currently throughout the world..
We have a large network of business partners based
in New Zealand, Australia, USA, South America, The
Caribbean, Central America and South East Asia.
Future expansion plans include the UK, Europe, and
Africa.

